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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There is a growing trend for state highway agencies to accelerate maintenance
work on roadways. This has been spurred by agency concerns to limit both motorist
inconvenience and work zone accidents. Accelerated maintenance painting of bridges
was first employed by the Pennsylvania Turnpike Authority in 1998. State highway
agencies including those of Connecticut, Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia
have either planned or enacted similar projects.
For several years, KYTC officials have investigated accelerated maintenance
painting. They have reviewed projects in several states and have held detailed discussions
with consultants and state highway agency officials in states that employed that method.
In early 2004, KYTC officials initiated plans to perform an experimental accelerated
maintenance painting project on several I-64 elevated roadway spans and overpass
structures over Mellwood and Story Avenues in Louisville. Kentucky Transportation
Center (KTC) was funded to perform a research study to monitor all phases of the work
from the pre-bid meeting through project completion and to conduct tests on applicable
coatings.
KYTC officials prepared performance-based specifications and special notes for this
experimental project. KYTC officials also wanted to assess the accelerated maintenance
painting production rate compared with conventional approach. They incorporated
incentives/disincentives based upon the amount of time the contractor used in: 1)
establishing traffic control, 2) installing structure containment, 3) blast-cleaning the steel,
4) applying the coatings system, and 5) cleaning-up the job site and removing the traffic
control. Times allotted to the contractor for work were based upon past conventional
projects with periodic time allowances to permit KYTC quality assurance inspections
between the various phases of work. In addition to monitoring the field work, KTC
initiated accelerated weathering testing on several rapid-cure coatings systems. The
laboratory test results will serve as a basis for identifying and qualifying suitable rapidcure systems that might be used on future accelerated maintenance painting projects.
The project was awarded for a bid of $402,802 yielding a unit cost of $5.44/ft2.
The contractor began work in May 2004 beginning with 4 elevated spans over KYTC
right-of-way. Those spans were painted by conventional (non-accelerated) methods.
Then, the contractor painted the 3 spans designated for accelerated maintenance painting.
Each span was divided into two control areas (containment areas) that were painted on
consecutive days. The contractor was limited to 9-12 hours to perform all the painting
work depending of the area of steel to be painted. In succeeding paint work in the accesstime limited areas, the contractor experienced several time overruns and problems with
blistering coatings on several spans. KYTC quality assurance inspectors encountered
areas having excessive blast profiles. More importantly they detected many painted areas
having excessive coating thickness, especially while they were inspecting the primer.
Excessive coating thickness caused several problems including extended coating drying
times, pin-holing, and blistering. Those problems persisted throughout the accelerated
maintenance painting portion of the project. The contractor had to do corrective work on
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areas having coatings defects. That corrective work added to the lane-closure time. The
project was finished in July 2004.
KTC observations / recommendations are summarized below:
1) Despite the problems encountered, the contractor was able to complete work in
several control areas in a satisfactory manner, showing that the accelerated
maintenance painting approach employed on the project is workable. Project events
indicated that a contractor needs to have sufficient equipment, capable workers and a
good plan to preclude problems. Contractor screening/prequalification needs to be
employed to limit KYTC risks. State highway agencies are beginning to pre-qualify
painting contractors (5). Innovative methods can be used to improve cost-based
contracting (6).
2) This project showed that the inspection times specified in the contract put a burden
on KYTC to finish the QA inspection. In the future, the possibility of having as many
as six QA inspectors available for one project is slim. The limit on inspection times
needs to be examined in detail with consideration being given to not charging a
contractor for on-site time during QA inspections, allowing the use of less QA
inspectors.
3) The contractor took advantage by doing all corrective work during de-rigging of
containment areas, cables and bulk heads. This defeats the purpose of accelerated
maintenance painting because traffic was disrupted for several days for that work.
Consideration needs to be given to eliminate the use of conventional rigging and to
eliminating any “free” time given to contractors for lane closures/work on roadways.
4) The Accelerated Maintenance Painting technique minimizes worker exposure to
hazardous materials. More attention needs to be paid to eliminating the use of ground
tarps and vacuuming. This will result in the enactment of more innovative contractor
practices such as use of special access/containment equipment.
5) The Contract Administering Process has to be tightened to prevent the contractor
from deviating from the contract and to enforce the provisions of the contract without
prejudice.
6) The Experimental Coating System that was specified for this project was not applied
per product data sheets (PDS). Consequently, the curing times could not be verified
when compared with laboratory application. When QC problems arise in the future,
the contractor must be made to perform work within specifications to eliminate
problems such as extended cure times and blistering.
7) Sensitivity to surrounding areas/residents needs to be considered in bridge painting
projects during daytime or night time, with noise pollution being a major factor when
employing accelerated maintenance painting within city limits. KTC researchers
believe that the work zones around Mellwood Avenues and Story Avenue were not
demarcated in accordance with OSHA/EPA requirements. The public was allowed
travel along sidewalks across the road from the containment enclosures. That should
have been prevented. Better delineation of the work areas, signing of hazards, etc.
need to be accomplished on future projects.
8) The contractor and the coatings manufacturer did not develop a good working
relationship and the issue of curing times was not resolved throughout the project. In
the future, some procedure needs to be instituted to prevent a similar situation from
arising.
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
There is a growing trend for state highway agencies to accelerate maintenance
work on roadways. In part, that has been spurred by the desire to limit motorist
inconvenience caused by work zone traffic delays. Another impetus is highway agency
concern about reducing work zone accidents. From 1999 to 2003, there were 5,101
highway work zone fatalities and 15,272,018 injuries (1). Recent data indicates highway
construction personnel have twice as many fatalities as construction personnel working in
other industries. Limiting the duration, that work zones are in place reduces the exposure
of all parties to accidents, subsequently lowering the number of accidents/injuries/
fatalities.
Accelerated maintenance painting, also termed Rapid Deployment PaintingTM,
originated in the mid 1990s (2). The first uses of the method were by the Pennsylvania
Turnpike Authority in 1998. Initial accelerated maintenance painting projects were
characterized by:
• Painting of overpass structures;
• Off-hour/night-time painting;
• Complete painting of a structure over one lane in a single operation;
• The use of special equipment (mobile containment units) to provide area
containment, lighting, debris collection, abrasive recycling and dust suppression;
• Use of size-blended steel grit abrasives to remove chlorides;
• Use of a two-coat paint system (zinc-pigmented moisture-cure polyurethane
primer/2-component polyurethane topcoat with accelerators added to both
coatings);
• Use of strip coats of primer on flanges; and
• Spray application of full coatings.
Since that initial project, state highway agencies including those in Connecticut,
Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia have either planned or enacted accelerated
maintenance painting on bridges. The Pennsylvania DOT is currently conducting
maintenance painting operations on a large mainline bridge in Pittsburgh area
incorporating some of the initial accelerated maintenance painting features. Other
highway agencies have applied some aspects of the original accelerated maintenance
painting practice, but have adopted changes to fit their particular circumstances.

KENTUCKY TRANSPORTATION
MAINTENANCE PAINTING

CABINET

USE

OF

ACCELERATED

Over the past 15 years, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) bridge painting
operations have been significantly impacted by environmental and worker safety
regulations. Public focus on environmental issues and displeasure with traffic disruptions
are driving increasingly more stringent bridge painting requirements. Those factors are

combining to make bridge-painting operations more expensive from both the first- and
life-cycle cost standpoints. KYTC is seeking new approaches to bridge maintenance
painting that limit inconvenience to the motoring public and enhance work zone safety.
Accelerated maintenance painting addresses typical maintenance painting situations
encountered in many urban areas and along many heavily traveled routes (e.g.
overpasses). With the need to paint many bridges in Louisville and other urban areas,
KYTC officials began to investigate accelerated maintenance painting to determine its
feasibility and the requirements for employing it successfully. In 2001, they contacted
officials in transportation agencies outside Kentucky and coatings consultants that were
promoting the method. That dialog confirmed its feasibility and led to the preparation of
specifications/special notes for the project addressed by this report.
As this was the first time that such a process has been employed in Kentucky,
KYTC decided to test this method on two overpass bridges over city streets in Louisville
rather than on an interstate overpass. That minimized the possibility for disruption to
traffic in the event the contractor experienced trouble with equipment, materials, or with
meeting deadlines. Four steel deck-girder structures near downtown Louisville were
selected for accelerated maintenance painting: 1) I-64 Eastbound over Mellwood Avenue
– FD52 056 0064 B00141N, 2) I-64 Westbound over Mellwood Avenue – FD52 056
0064 B00141P, 3) I-64 Eastbound over Story Avenue – FD52 056 0064 B00151N, and 4)
I-64 Westbound over Mellwood Avenue – FD52 056 0064 B00151P. Mellwood Avenue
has four lanes and Story Avenue has three lanes.
Each of the twin bridges has 6 girders/beams in the superstructure. The Mellwood
Avenue twin structures have six pairs of spans totaling 1,018 feet in length. Those twin
bridges have a steel surface area of about 66,000 ft2. The Story Avenue structures have
one 124 feet-long span over the roadway with approximately 8,000 ft2 of steel surface
area.
The Average Daily Traffic (ADT) was approximately 8,500 vehicles for Mellwood
Avenue and 10,300 vehicles for Story Avenue. Both of those city streets carried one-way
traffic; one-way streets being less congested in case extended lane closures were
required.
Each of the I-64 bridges over Mellwood Avenue had six spans, one each over that
road and the remaining five over the Beargrass Creek floodplain. I-64 bridges over Story
Avenue had only one span which ran over that roadway. Both the Eastbound and
Westbound sets of structures were included in the accelerated maintenance painting
work. Accelerated maintenance painting was to be used on the four structures over
Mellwood and Story Avenues and the two elevated structures on the span adjacent to the
Mellwood Avenue overpass.
Lane closures for this project were scheduled for daytime hours. That was intended
to reduce noise from painting operations in the evenings as those bridges were close to
both businesses and homes.
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KYTC officials prepared performance-based specifications and special notes for this
experimental project. That approach to specifications is being employed more frequently
for maintenance painting projects. In using this type of specification for accelerated
maintenance painting projects, KYTC officials stipulated the time frame in which the
contract should be executed rather than denoting the equipment and methods to
accomplish the painting tasks. KYTC officials also wanted to assess production rates
compared with conventional approaches by providing areas where both methods were
performed and by incorporating incentives and disincentives to promote contractor
adherence to the specified timetables for the accelerated work.

SPECIAL NOTES
The contract included Special Notes for:
• Surface Preparation And Paint Application;
• Paint;
• Quality Assurance;
• Environmental And Worker Safety Regulations;
• Pre-Bid Review;
• Project Monitoring;
• Payment;
• Phasing Work;
• Incentives-Disincentives;
• Utility Clearance Impact on Construction; and
• General Traffic Note for Controlling and Maintaining Traffic.
In addition to the listed Special Notes, the contract required that all work be done in
accordance with the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, Department of Highways,
Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction, Section 614-Maintenance
Cleaning and Painting Steel Bridges.
SURFACE PREPARATION AND PAINT APPLICATION
The contract specified total containment that met the criteria for SSPC Guide 6 –
Containment Classification Class 2A with an E2 (re-sealable) entryway condition. The
containment was to have air movement that provided necessary engineering controls to
comply with OSHA worker safety requirements (contained in 29 CFR 1926). It also
addressed requirements for: proper lighting in containment, visible emissions from
containment and air monitoring for lead.
The contract specified solvent cleaning in accordance with SSPC-SP-1 to remove
oil, grease, and other surface contaminants before further substrate preparation (abrasive
blasting). The surface was to be blasted with an abrasive that gave an anchor profile of
1.5 to 4.0 mils and removed all mill scale, coating, and rust to SSPC SP-6 / NACE No.3
(Commercial Blast) condition as described in SSPC Painting Manual Volume 2 Eighth
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Edition and SSPC-VIS 1, Guide and Reference Photographs for Steel Surfaces Prepared
by Dry Abrasive Blast Cleaning.
The contractor was required to have a “Competent Person for Lead Abatement”
on site during all operations that disturbed lead as defined in OSHA 29CFR 1926 Safety
and Health Regulations for Construction. In addition, that person was required to have
specific related training (SSPC C3 or equivalent).
All waste was classified into two groups: 1) Industrial Waste (non-hazardous)
comprised of paint buckets, paint contaminated rags, rollers, clogged spray hoses, and
brushes and 2) Hazardous Waste comprised of all waste/scrap materials generated during
surface preparation. All hazardous waste was to be removed from the site within seventyfive days of the accumulation start date.
PAINT
The contract specified a two-coat experimental rapid-cure coating system from
the Sherwin Williams Company (S-W). A prime coat of single-component S-W
Corothane Galvapac moisture-cure organic zinc-rich primer was to be applied at 3 to 5
mils dry film thickness (DFT). Corothane I KA Accelerator was to be used as an additive
to primer to reduce the drying time. A finish coat of S-W Fast Clad two-component
polyurea urethane top coat was to be applied at 6 to 9 mils DFT. This system was
subjected to accelerated weathering testing by KTC researchers. This system was to
applied in the field and laboratory in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
QUALITY ASSURANCE
As with conventional KYTC projects, the Control Area/Quality Control Point
approach to inspection was specified. Three Quality Control Points were established: 1)
after surface preparation, 2) after application of the primer and 3) after application of the
top coat. According to the KYTC Special Notes, no quality control inspections were
required by the contractor. KYTC inspectors had 30 minutes to complete their
inspections in any accelerated maintenance painting control area. If corrective action was
required in those areas, KYTC inspectors could take up to 30 minutes to re-inspect those
areas.
PROJECT MONITORING
KYTC officials specified that since this was a demonstration project, all of
contractor’s work was to be monitored and documented by KTC. The contractor was
required to accommodate KTC researcher’s requests such as: accessing elevated work
sites, photographing the operations, questioning the contractor’s personnel concerning
their work and obtaining work-related information at the job site.
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PHASING WORK
The contract specified that the work on two spans on the Mellwood Avenue
structure and one span on the Story Avenue structure would be executed as accelerated
maintenance painting. Those requirements applied to both the Eastbound and Westbound
structures. For the remaining four spans of the Mellwood Avenue structures over
Beargrass Creek floodplain, the contractor had the option to use conventional or
accelerated maintenance painting (Figure 1). This gave the contractor several
representative work areas to get acquainted with accelerated maintenance process and
application of the coatings system.
The contract required that the two Mellwood Avenue spans subject to accelerated
maintenance painting (spans 5 and 6) be split into four control areas. Span 6 over the
roadway was to be split into control areas that extended down to the centerline of the
roadway (approx. 4,000 ft2 in each area). The span over Storey Avenue was also to be
split into control areas that extended down to the centerline of the roadway (approx.
4,000 ft2 in each area). The contractor was allotted 9 consecutive hours to complete
painting of each of the control areas over traffic on both roadways. For the accelerated
maintenance painting control areas on the Mellwood Avenue span 5 (that does not cross
over a roadway), the contractor was allotted 12 consecutive hours per control area to
complete the work to accommodate the greater steel surface area to be painted in those
areas (approx. 6,000 ft2 in each area). All work had to be performed between 9:00 AM
and 9:00 PM, Monday through Saturday. Prior to the accelerated maintenance painting
work, the contractor was allowed to place cables, outriggers, bulkheads and to remove
them outside of the painting-related time restrictions using short-term lane closures. The
allotted hours were based upon maintenance painting production rates data provided by
contractors involved in previous KYTC projects involving abrasive blasting/total
removal.
The contract provided a start date of May 3, 2004 and specified that the work be
completed by July 1, 2004. The project had 60 days to be completed. The contractor was
required to pay liquidated damages of $200 per day if the project went beyond the
specified project completion date.
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INCENTIVE-DISINCENTIVES
PAINTING

FOR

ACCELERATED

MAINTENANCE

The contract contained both incentives/disincentives for early/late completion
based upon the access hours to the 6 control areas allotted by KYTC. An incentive of
$1,250 was to be paid to the contractor for each 15-minute interval or portion of the
interval that work was completed in less time than allotted by KYTC. A disincentive
(penalty) of $1,250 was to be paid by the contractor for each 15-minute interval or
portion of an interval for work that exceeded the allotted time.
The main purpose of incentive-disincentive program was to encourage the
contractor to complete the work quickly. The inclusion of span 5 on the Mellwood
Avenue bridges in the accelerated maintenance painting work was to determine the
impact of the quantity of steel being painted on the accelerated maintenance painting
production rate.
UTILITY CLEARANCE IMPACT ON CONSTRUCTION
Since there were existing electric lines, underground facilities, cable television
and traffic-signal communication lines along the I-64 bridges, the contractor was required
to safeguard those facilities. The contractor was responsible for any repairs brought on by
his operations.
TRAFFIC CONTROL
All lane closures for this project were to be performed in accordance with Kentucky
Department of Highways Drawings No. TTC-115 and the FHWA Manual for Uniform
Traffic Control Devices. The contractor had to maintain two 12-foot usable traffic lanes
on both Mellwood and Story Avenues at all times when working over traffic. Restrictions
were placed on curb parking at these locations when traffic control was enforced as the
curb lanes could be use to carry traffic. The contractor had to have approvals for his
traffic control plans from KYTC District Office 5. He had to obtain any necessary
permits for any lane closures from the City of Louisville.

KTC PROJECT MONITORING
In April 2004, KTC was assigned a study for this project entitled “Accelerated
Maintenance Painting – Jefferson County, FR 135”. KTC researchers were to monitor the
painting of the bridges and to test various rapid-cure coatings systems. Under this study,
KTC researchers:
1) Attended all pre-bid and pre-construction meetings prior to the onset of field work to
identify contract requirements, contractor concerns, and resolution of issues for
conducting painting operations;
2) Photographed the subject bridges in their initial condition;
3) Ascertained the contractor's field equipment, number of personnel, plans for setting
up his operation, traffic control measures, and preliminary work schedule;
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4) Monitored initial set up work and contractor's accelerated maintenance painting
operations from beginning to end of the project;
5) Provided recommendations for conducting future KYTC accelerated maintenance
painting projects; and
6) Conducted accelerated of candidate rapid-cure paint systems.
The second part of this project involves application, testing and evaluation of some rapidcure coatings systems in the laboratory. That work will be discussed in a final report.
Assessments of desired curing time for rapid-deployment coatings served as the basis for
specifications of coatings systems to be evaluated for use on future accelerated
maintenance painting projects. Both two- and three-coat, coatings systems were
considered acceptable as long as a coatings system included a zinc-rich primer (applied
over an abrasive-blasted substrate) and a semi/high-gloss topcoat.
KYTC officials from the Division of Materials contacted eighteen coatings
manufacturers requesting them to supply samples of rapid-cure coatings systems for
laboratory characterization and accelerated performance testing.
After those systems were characterized by KYTC, KTC researchers were to spray
those coatings on steel test panels and perform accelerated weathering/corrosion tests to
evaluate coating system performance. Thereafter, the coatings systems that performed
acceptably would be placed on a KYTC qualified products list for subsequent use on
accelerated maintenance painting projects. To date, five coatings systems have been
received for testing by KYTC including the one used in this project. They have been
sprayed out and testing/evaluations will be completed by June 2005.
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Figure 1: Plan View of the I-64 Overpass Structures over Mellwood and Story Avenues and Elevated Structures over the Beargrass Creek Floodplain.
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PRE-BID MEETINGS
A pre-bid conference for the accelerated maintenance project was held on
November 5, 2003 at the KYTC District 5 Main Office in Louisville. Six painting
contractors were represented at the pre-bid conference along with representatives from
the coatings supplier, the Sherwin Williams Paint Company. The specification had a note
stating that only the firms represented by their officers both at the meeting and the
subsequent field review would be eligible to have their bids opened at the date of letting.
The purpose of this conference and field review was to familiarize the prospective
bidders with: 1) contract requirements and 2) the location/surroundings of the structures
and 3) their condition. In the pre-bid conference, the top coat application thickness was
increased from 3 to 5 mils DFT to 6 to 9 mils DFT by an addendum. After the Special
Notes/Specifications review and KYTC responses to contractor questions, the parties
traveled to the job sites. There, the contractors viewed the structures and posed additional
questions to KYTC officials.
PROJECT LETTING
On December 5, 2003, the project was awarded to the low bidder, Adelphi Inc.
DBA G-Force Contracting of Campbell, OH. Five bids were submitted for this project
ranging from $402,802.75 to $1,303,145. The second lowest bid was $ 801,850 with the
two others in the $ 800,000 range. KYTC officials were concerned by the large difference
between the Adelphi bid and those of the unsuccessful contractors. Based upon the
estimated surface area for the project, the overall unit cost of the painting was $5.44/ft2.
PRECONSTRUCTION MEETING
The pre-construction meeting for the accelerated maintenance project took place
on February 24, 2004 at the KYTC District 5 Main Office in Louisville. One purpose of
the meeting was to obtain the contractor’s plans for implementing the contract. Another
was to clarify any last-minute questions. One of the contractor’s representatives stated
that project mobilization would begin on May 3, 2004. He stated that the staging area for
the entire project would be the enclosed area between the Mellwood Avenue structures.
He also stated that the workers would be using man lifts or would work off conventional
equipment such as pick boards. The contractor’s work schedule included initial painting
of the conventional maintenance painting areas on the Mellwood Avenue bridges (spans
1 to 4) and, subsequently, the spans designated for accelerated maintenance painting. The
contractor chose that sequence as it allowed the workers to become more familiar with
the S-W rapid-cure coatings system.

OBSERVATIONS DURING PROJECT
The contractor began mobilizing on May 7, 2004 by placing equipment and
materials under span 5 (control areas 3 and 4) of Mellwood Avenue. He also began
background air monitoring on Mellwood Avenue mandated by contract. The contractor
also requested paint sampling on that date. The area between the two bridges was the
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staging area for the contractor. The contractor erected a secure hazardous waste
temporary storage area under span 5.
The background air monitoring for Story Avenue was conducted on May 11 and
mobilizing for the project continued on through May 13. On May 14, the contractor
began rigging cables, outriggers, bulkheads on spans 1 through 4 over Beargrass Creek
and continued on until May 22 with installation of air and blasting hoses into the
containment. The control areas for conventional maintenance painting were numbered as
control areas 1 through 5. For the accelerated maintenance painting, the control areas
were numbered 1 through 6 over the Mellwood Avenue spans and 5 and 6 (A and B) for
the Story Avenue spans. The observations and data compiled below were from KTC
notes and from the Daily Inspection Reports (DIR) from District 5 Division of
Construction. The data has been summarized to include key phases of work
CONVENTIONAL MAINTENANCE PAINTING
The contractor began painting the four spans over Beargrass Creek that were not
included in the accelerated maintenance painting portion of the project. The contract
specified that the same application procedures were to be used on all spans of the
structure (excluding the time-limitation applied to the accelerated maintenance painting
work). The contractor began blast cleaning in control area 1 farthest from the staging area
on May 24. Part of that control area was to be used for a test patch. The test patch was not
required by contract but was requested by Division of Construction personnel at the
preconstruction meeting. Then, the contractor proceeded to clean and paint spans 1
through 4 of B141N & B141P over Beargrass Creek. The contractor had trouble pumping
paint from the staging area to span 1 which was about 600 feet distant. He also
encountered problems in achieving the anticipated drying time of the prime coat.
According to the paint manufacturer’s product data sheets, the contractor was allowed to
use an accelerator provided by the manufacturer. The accelerator reduced the primer cure
time (all other factors being equivalent), allowing the top coat to be applied sooner.
The contractor decided to use span 4 of B141N on Mellwood Avenue to simulate
the accelerated maintenance painting procedure that was to be used on spans 5 & 6 of
B141N & B141P on Mellwood Avenue and the two Story Avenue spans. That span was
painted on June 26, 2004. Abrasive blasting in this control area began at 7:30 am and
ended at 12:30 pm. Two areas were found to be deficient during inspection and were reblasted. Once the surface preparation was completed, the primer was applied along each
beam. Various amounts of accelerator were used. The drying times (for surface
thickness/Positector tests) are provided in Table 1.
Location
Span 4 - Beam 1 on B141P
Span 4 - Beam 2 on B141P
Span 4 - South Face of Beam 2 on B141P
Span 4 – Beam 3 on B141P

Accelerator Added
To Primer
2 ounces per gallon
2 ounces per gallon
2 ounces per gallon
3 ounces per gallon
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Drying Time Until
Positector Readings
1 hr 54 min.
1 hr 25 min.
1 hr 17 min.
1 hr 6 min.

Span 4 – Beam 4 on B 141P
3 ounces per gallon
1 hr 10 min.
Span 4 – Beams 5 and 6 on B141P
4 ounces per gallon 1 hr 40 min. approx.
Table 1: This table summarizes the drying times achieved by adding various
amounts of accelerator to the primer on Span 4.
The conventional maintenance painting work ended on June 29, 2004 with the
final inspections of spans 1-4.
ACCELERATED MAINTENANCE PAINTING
Mellwood Avenue Structures 141 N & P: West End Span 6: Control Areas 1A & 1B
– June 22, 2004
Prior to this date, the contractor placed intermediate wooden bulkheads, cables,
pick boards, and nailing boards (attached to the concrete barrier walls above the girders).
Additionally, He place containment tarps along a fence on the west side of the structure
to facilitate erection of the containment. Work began at about 9:00 AM with the placing
of traffic control and the closing of two lanes on the West side of the road to permit
staging of vehicles and erection of the containment enclosures. The contractor’s
equipment was truck-mounted. His personnel began to mobilize in a parking lot adjacent
to the main staging area between the two Mellwood Avenue bridges prior to lane closure.
Once traffic control and lane closure were in place, those vehicles were driven to their
deployment positions located immediately outside of the two bridges in the closed-off
lanes. A chart giving the construction sequence and a graph displaying the resulting data
are presented below (Table 2).
Once the vehicles were placed, a single man-lift was driven to the area under
control area 1A (bridge 141 P) and work began to erect the containment there. The tarps
were raised by workers on the man-lift and the containment was secured above the area
to be painted by stapling the tarps to the nailing boards attached to the barrier walls. The
tarps were also stapled to the wood bulkheads and a ground tarp was placed to collect the
paint debris that fell from the overhead girders during blast cleaning. All of the tarps were
joined together to prevent openings which might leak dust generated during blastcleaning operations. Once the containment was completed, the man-lift was moved to
control area 1B (under bridge 141 N) and work began on erecting the containment there.
Once the flexible walled containment enclosures were erected, a large duct was
installed in each of them running to a vacuum truck. The vacuum truck drew air from the
containment enclosures creating a condition of negative pressure inside them. The tarps
were drawn inward and at any open seams in the containment, the air was pulled into the
containment. That prevented dust generated by blast cleaning from leaking from the
containment into the environment.
Immediately after placing the containment on control area 1A, the contractor
began blast cleaning operations with 6 blasters. They worked off of pick boards that
spanned the width of bridge. Once the steel on control area 1A was blasted and blown
down, the contractor placed 4 of the blasters into the control area 1B containment to
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begin blast cleaning operations there. Two workers previously involved with blast
cleaning remained in 1A containment and applied the primer after the surface preparation
work was inspected by KYTC QC personnel.
During the blast-cleaning operations, the contractor’s personnel conducted air
monitoring operations using one total solids particulate (TSP) air monitor located north of
the bridges. The location was selected due to the predominant wind movement which was
from the southwest to the northeast.
KYTC QC personnel went into the containment areas immediately after the
contractor’s personnel informed them that the work was completed. Six QC personnel
were used for inspections in these control areas. According to the KYTC Special Notes,
the QC personnel had 30 minutes to inspect the work in a control area. If problems were
detected, they had another 30 minutes to inspect the re-work. The inspectors worked off
of the contractor’s pick boards. During the inspection period they were busy taking the
appropriate measurements and coordinating their work to allow timely repositioning of
the pick boards. The work included visual inspections and use of replication tape to
measure the profile (roughness) of the blast-cleaned steel. Lighting was generally poor in
the containment areas and inspections typically necessitated the use of flashlights. Some
re-work such as blow down of blast cleaned surfaces was required and the contractor’s
workers re-entered the containment area to begin painting operations. During that period,
other workers were vacuuming debris generated by blast cleaning, off of the ground tarp.
The contractor had added the accelerator to the primer to promote curing. Once the
priming was completed, workers informed the QC personnel who waited about 30
minutes before beginning their inspections of the primer (allowing the primer to cure
sufficiently to make coatings thickness measurements). Thereafter, QC personnel entered
the containment and inspected the primer visually and took film thickness measurements.
The QC personnel had the contractor’s workers touch-up a few bolts and subsequently
approved the area for top coat application. The painters began applying the top coat after
receiving permission to proceed.
Shortly after the primer was inspected and approved by the KYTC QC personnel,
they moved to control area 1B to inspect the blast-cleaning work on that structure.
Several missed areas were identified and re-worked by the contractor’s blasters. Those
locations were re-inspected and approved by the QC personnel. Shortly after painters
began spraying primer in the control area 1B containment, the painters applying top coat
in 1A containment completed their work. The contractor subsequently began dropping
the containment tarps on that structure and the QC conducted their inspection of the top
coat, including visual inspections and total coating thickness measurements. After that
inspection was completed, the work was approved. Top coat application was
subsequently completed on the control area 1A. After waiting about 30 minutes for the
top coat to cure, the contractor began dropping the containment tarps. The work was
subsequently inspected by QC personnel. A few areas were encountered on lower flanges
of the girders with high film builds, but no re-work was required.
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The work was completed after midnight and the contractor had significantly
exceeded the allotted time to complete the work (which was scheduled to end at 6 PM).
He was subject to high disincentive fees for the time overrun. Some minor work
remained for the control areas including removal of the wooden bulkheads between the
girders, dismantling of the cables, and touch-up of any damage incurred in their removal.
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The summarized timeline data and chart for this structure are given below.
Table 2: Mellwood Avenue Structures 141 N & P: West End Span 6 – Control Areas 1A and 1B Cleaned and Painted on June
22, 2004
Timeline
9:00
9:10
9:50
10:45
11:14
13:34
14:00
14:04
14:27
15:25
16:30
16:57
17:29
17:38
17:50
18:00
18:12
18:21
18:49
19:33
20:00
20:02
20:23
20:43
20:45

Operations
Traffic Control Start
Traffic Control In Place & Start Putting up Tarps on 141 P
End Putting up Tarps on 141 P
Start Blasting on 141 P
Start Putting up Tarps on 141 N
End Blasting on 141 P
Start Blasting on 141 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 P
Stop KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 P
Start Prime Coat Application on 141 P
End Prime Coat Application on 141 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 P
End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 P
End Blasting & Start KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 N
Start Top Coat Application on 141 P
End KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Missed Areas of Blasting on 141 N
End KYTC Inspection of Missed Areas of Blasting on 141 N
Start Prime Coat Application on 141 N
End Top Coat Application on 141 P
End Prime Coat Application on 141 N
Start Dropping of Tarps on 141 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 N
End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 N
End Dropping of Tarps on 141 P
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Operations Summary
Traffic Control Setup
Tarps Put up on 141 P
Blasting on 141 P
KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 P
Prime Coat Application on 141 P
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 P
Top Coat Application on 141 P
KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 P
Tarps Dismantled on 141 P
Tarps Put up on 141 N
Blasting on 141 N
KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 N
Prime Coat Application on 141 N
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 N
Top Coat Application on 141 N
KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 N
Tarps Dismantled on 141 N

Total Blasting Time
Total KYTC Inspection Time

Starting
Time
9:00
9:10
10:45
14:04
15:25
16:57
17:50
21:00
20:02
11:14
14:00
17:38
18:49
20:23
22:10
23:53
23:25

Hr:Min
6:27
2:36

Duration
0:10
0:40
2:49
0:23
1:05
0:32
1:43
0:30
0:43
2:46
3:38
0:31
1:11
0:20
0:46
0:20
0:23

21:00
21:13
21:30
21:43
22:10
22:56
23:25
23:48
23:53
0:13

Start KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Holidays in Prime Coat on 141 N
End KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 P
End KYTC Inspection of Holidays in Prime Coat on 141 N
Start Top Coat Application on 141 N
End Top Coat Application on 141 N
Start Dropping of Tarps on 141 N
End Dropping of Tarps on 141 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 N
End KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 N

Total Paint Application Time
Total Mobilization Time
Total

4:45
4:42
18:30

Control Area 1A – KYTC QC personnel made 17 surface profile measurements. Three measurements were over the specified range.
Six average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and all measurements were within the specified range. Four average DFT
measurements were taken of the total coating system and all measurements were within the specified range.
Control Area 1B – KYTC QC personnel made 12 surface profile measurements. One measurement was over the specified range. 6
average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and one measurement was over the specified range. Five average DFT
measurements were taken of the total coating system and one measurement was over the specified range.
One oz. per gallon of accelerator was used with the primer. The temperature and humidity data are presented below.
Time
Dry Bulb
Wet Bulb
Steel Temperature
Relative Humidity
Dew point

14:20
83
76
89
82.5
73

17:45
89
73
92
46.5
66

20:30
82
71
85
58
66
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Mellwood Avenue Structures 141 N & P: West End on 6/22/2004
9:00
Traffic Control Setup
Tarps Put up on 141 P
Blasting on 141 P

11:30

14:00

16:30

19:00

21:30

0:10
0:40
2:49
0:23

KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 P

1:05

Prime Coat Application on 141 P

0:32

KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 P

1:43

Top Coat Application on 141 P

0:30

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 P

0:43

Tarps Dismantled on 141 P
Tarps Put up on 141 N

0:00

2:46

Blasting on 141 N

3:38
0:31

KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 N

1:11

Prime Coat Application on 141 N

0:20

KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 N

0:46

Top Coat Application on 141 N

0:20

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 N

0:23

Tarps Dismantled on 141 N

Duration in Hours & Minutes
Figure 2: Time line chart for Mellwood Avenue Span 6 on June 22, 2004.
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Mellwood Avenue Structures 141 N & P: West End Span 6: Control Areas 2A & 2B
– July 7, 2004
Work on these control areas began in a similar manner to the preceding
accelerated maintenance painting work performed on June 22. Once traffic control and
lane closure were achieved, the contractor’s workers moved their vehicles and trailers to
the job site and set up in closed lanes and shoulders adjacent to the two bridges. To
facilitate the work, the contractor employed two man-lifts and separate crews to erect the
two containments concurrently rather than sequentially. More personnel were added to
the job. A chart giving the construction sequence and a graph displaying the resulting
data are presented below (Table 3).
Once the containment enclosures were erected and negative air applied, the
contractor’s personnel began blast-cleaning operations in both locations using 4 blasters
in the containment of control area 2A (bridge 141 P) and 5 blasters in the containment of
control area 2B (bridge 141 N). The concurrent operations facilitated the work and
blasting was completed in both locations in the early afternoon. There were 6 KYTC QC
personnel on the project at this time and the group split up to inspect the blast cleaning
operations. Some minor touch-up work was required in control area 2A. Both areas were
blown down prior to primer spray out. QC personnel also detected some areas with
excessive surface roughness, but those were not repaired. The primer application was
completed in control area 2B followed by 2A thereby allowing all 6 QC personnel to
inspect work in both control areas. Typically, the pick boards were moved to the end
where painting was started allowing the QC personnel to access portions of the coatings
that had cured for the longest time prior to inspection. In control area 2A, the QC
personnel detected minor missed areas (that were promptly touched-up), areas with
excessive primer thicknesses (dry film thickness or DFT measurements), and some beams
with wet paint.
The air compressors and the paint pumps trailer were located uphill of the
containment at the job site. Water generated by the compressors drained out along the
curb and began to seep into the containment. The contractor had to erect a small diversion
to prevent the water from contaminating steel abrasives in the containment. Once the QC
inspections were completed, the contractor’s workers began applying the top coat in both
control areas. Immediately upon completion of that work, the contractor began dropping
his containment without waiting the 30 minutes specified in the Special Notes.
Significant blistering was observed in control area 2A, especially in areas where wet
primer and high primer coating thicknesses had been previously detected by QC
inspectors. Contrary to the Special Notes, the contractor did not remove all of the paint
debris from the ground tarps nor did he remove those tarps from the work site. Instead,
his workers moved those tarps from the roadway to the sidewalk and left them overnight.
The QC inspectors examined the top coat in control area 2B and control area 2A. The
work in control area 2B was accepted. The KYTC resident engineer and the QC
inspectors discussed the blistering problem and decided that the repairs should be
deferred to later day after the coating system had cured and they were confident that all
the blisters had been generated.
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The summarized timeline data and chart for this structure are given below.
Table 3: Mellwood Avenue Structures 141 N & P: East End Span 6 – Control Areas 2A and 2B Cleaned and Painted on July
7, 2004
Timeline
9:00
9:01
9:59
10:21
14:12
14:37
14:50
15:52
16:06
16:37
16:45
17:27
18:05
17:33
18:03
18:15
13:44
14:04
14:24
14:45
15:23
15:42
16:08

Operations
Traffic Control Start
Traffic Control In Place & Start Putting up Tarps
End Putting up Tarps
Start Blasting on 141 P & 141 N
End Blasting & Start KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 P
Stop KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 P
Start Prime Coat Application on 141 P
End Prime Coat Application on 141 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 P
End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 P
Start Top Coat Application on 141 P
End Top Coat Application on 141 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 P
Start Dropping of Tarps on 141 P
End Dropping of Tarps on 141 P
End KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 P

Operations Summary
Traffic Control Setup
Tarps Put up on 141 P
Blasting on 141 P
KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 P
Prime Coat Application on 141 P
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 P
Top Coat Application on 141 P
KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 P
Tarps Dismantled on 141 P
Blasting on 141 N
KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 N
Prime Coat Application on 141 N
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 N
Top Coat Application on 141 N
KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 N
Tarps Dismantled on 141 N

End Blasting on 141 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 N
End KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 N
Start Prime Coat Application on 141 N
End Prime Coat Application on 141 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 N
End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 N

Total Blasting Time
Total KYTC Inspection Time
Total Paint Application Time
Total Mobilization Time
Total
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Starting
Time
9:00
9:01
10:21
14:12
14:50
16:06
16:45
18:05
17:33
10:21
14:04
14:45
15:42
16:17
17:55
17:17
Hr:Min
7:14
2:05
2:50
2:00
14:09

Duration
0:01
0:58
3:51
0:25
1:02
0:31
0:42
0:10
0:30
3:23
0:20
0:38
0:26
0:28
0:13
0:31

16:17
16:45
17:17
17:48
17:55
18:08
18:22

Start Top Coat Application on 141 N
End Top Coat Application on 141 N
Start Dropping of Tarps on 141 N
End Dropping of Tarps on 141 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 N
End KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 N
Lanes Opened for Thru Traffic

Control Area 2A – KYTC QC personnel made 9 surface profile measurements and 7 measurements were over the specified range.
Four average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and all measurements were over the specified range. Five average DFT
measurements were taken of the total coating system and two measurements were over the specified range and one measurement was
below the specified range.
Control Area 2B – KYTC QC personnel made 10 surface profile measurements and 7 measurements were over the specified range.
Four average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and one measurement was over and another was below the specified range.
Six average DFT measurements were taken of the total coating system and three of those were below the specified range.
Two oz. per gallon of accelerator was used in the primer. The temperature and humidity data are provided below.
Time
Dry Bulb
Wet Bulb
Steel Temperature
Relative Humidity
Dew point

14:30
80
74
76
75
72

14:30
81
73
75
75.5
69.5

16:10
84
73
81
59
68
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16:30
82
72
83
61
67

Mellwood Avenue Structures 141 N & P: East End on 7/7/2004
9:00
Traffic Control Setup

0:01

Tarps Put up on 141 P

0:58

Blasting on 141 P

11:30

14:00

16:30

19:00

3:51
0:25

KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 P

1:02

Prime Coat Application on 141 P

0:31

KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 P

0:42

Top Coat Application on 141 P

0:10

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 P
Tarps Dismantled on 141 P
Blasting on 141 N

0:30
3:23
0:20

KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 141 N

0:38

Prime Coat Application on 141 N

0:26

KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 141 N

0:28

Top Coat Application on 141 N

0:13

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 141 N

0:31

Tarps Dismantled on 141 N

Duration in Hours & Minutes
Figure 3: Time line chart for Mellwood Avenue Span 6 on July 7, 2004.
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Mellwood Avenue Structure 141 P: Span 5 – Control Area 3 on July 9, 2004
Several changes were accepted for work scheduling and phasing. Instead of
separating span 5 on both bridges (141 N and 141 P) into two control areas, the
contractor asked for and was allowed to use each structure along span 5 as a control area.
Additionally, he was allowed to change his work time from 9 AM-9 PM to 7 AM-7 PM
to allow him more daylight hours to complete the work. A chart giving the construction
sequence and a graph displaying the resulting data are presented below (Table 4).
The work in span 5 was performed in the right-of-way area under the bridge and
the contractor did not have to establish traffic control to set up his work. As before,
cables, bulkheads, and pick boards had been installed along the span. Most of the support
equipment was sited between the two bridges adjacent to the control area. The contractor
used 2 man lifts to install the containment enclosure.
After the containment was installed, blast-cleaning operations were initiated using
9 blasters. Shortly thereafter, two of the air compressors used for blast cleaning broke
down and the work was curtailed while those were being repaired. During the repair
period, two of the blasters quit forcing the contractor to proceed with 7 blasters when the
compressors were brought back on line about 1 hour and 40 minutes after they broke
down. After the blast cleaning was completed, the 6 KYTC QC personnel on site
inspected the work which required minor touch-up and re-inspection. Thereafter, 5
painters were used to apply the primer. Toward the end of the painting work, it began to
rain. The contractor was allowed to proceed as long as the relative humidity in the
containment remained below 99 %. After the 30-minute cure time, the QC personnel
inspected the primer work. They detected some areas requiring minor rework and also
found areas with wet paint.
After the contractor made the necessary repairs, QC personnel re-inspected those
areas. They also noted some areas where the paint was still wet. The contractor was
allowed to apply the topcoat with the proviso that any blistering would be repaired while
he was being timed for the incentive/disincentive work. The contractor immediately
began applying the topcoat. While that work was underway, it rained for a short period,
but that did not stop the painting. After the top coat was applied and the 30 minute-cure
time elapsed, QC personnel inspected the top coat. They showed the painters the areas
requiring touch-up work and after that work was completed, they re-inspected the top
coat and accepted it. Shortly thereafter, the contractor dropped his containment and the
work ended.
The resident engineer told the contractor that he would not be charged for the 1hour and 40-minute period that his compressors were inoperable.
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The summarized timeline data and chart for this structure are given below.
Table 4: Mellwood Avenue Structure 141 P: Span 5 – Control Area 3 Blast Cleaned and Painted on July 9, 2004
Timeline
7:29
7:56
7:59
8:14
9:54
13:10
13:39
13:40
14:02
14:12
14:15
14:16
14:36
14:46
15:56
16:20
16:25
16:58
17:03
17:07
17:20
18:26
18:00
18:26
18:57
19:23

Operations
Start Putting up Tarps
End Putting up Tarps
Start Blasting
Blasting Interrupted Due to Compressors Being Down
Resume Blasting After Compressors Are Fixed
End Blasting & Start Blow Down of Grit
End Blow Down of Grit
Start KYTC Inspection of Blasting
Stop KYTC Inspection of Blasting & Start Rework of Blast
Start KYTC Inspection of Re-blasted Areas
Stop KYTC Inspection of Re-blasted Areas
Start Final Blow Down of Grit
End Final Blow Down of Grit
Start Prime Coat Application
End Prime Coat Application
Start Rain
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat
End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat & Start of Touch Up
Start KYTC Inspection of Touched Up Prime Coat
End KYTC Inspection of Touched Up Prime Coat
Start Top Coat Application
End Top Coat Application
Rain Interruption
End Rain Interruption
Start KYTC Inspection of Top Coat
Start Dropping of Tarps

Operations Summary
Tarps Put up
Blasting
Blast Interruption Due to Compressors
Blow Down of Grit
KYTC Inspection of Blasting
KYTC Inspection of Re-blasted Areas
Final Blow Down of Grit
Prime Coat Application
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat
KYTC Inspection of Touched Up Prime Coat
Top Coat Application
Rain Interruption
KYTC Inspection of Top Coat
Tarps Dismantled
KYTC Inspection of Wet Spots in Top Coat

Total Blasting Time
Total KYTC Inspection Time
Total Paint Application Time
Total Mobilization Time
Total
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Starting
Time
7:29
7:59
8:14
13:10
13:40
14:12
14:16
14:46
16:25
17:03
17:20
18:00
18:57
19:23
19:26

Hr:Min
4:20
1:33
2:16
0:43
8:52

Duration
0:27
5:11
1:40
0:29
0:22
0:03
0:20
1:10
0:33
0:04
1:06
0:26
0:27
0:16
0:04

19:39
19:24
19:26
19:30

End Dropping of Tarps
End KYTC Inspection of Top Coat
Start KYTC Inspection of Wet Spots in Top Coat
End KYTC Inspection of Wet Spots in Top Coat

Control Area 3 – KYTC QC personnel made 25 surface profile measurements and 9 of those were over the specified range and 1 was
below the specified range. Eighteen average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and seven measurements were over the
specified range. Ten average DFT measurements were taken of the total coating system and three of those were under and one was
over the specified range.
One oz. per gallon of accelerator was used in the primer. The temperature and humidity data are provided below.
Time
Dry Bulb
Wet Bulb
Steel Temperature
Relative Humidity
Dew point

14:15
94
80
92
54
75

16:00
86
79
98
73
76

19:00
85
77
90
69
74
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Mellwood Avenue Structure 141 P Span 5: 7/9/2004
7:00
Tarps Put up
Blasting
Blast Interruption Due to Compressors

9:30

12:00

14:30

17:00

19:30

0:27
5:11
1:40

Blow Down of Grit

0:29

KYTC Inspection of Blasting

0:22

KYTC Inpection of ReBlasted Areas

0:03

Final Blow Down of Grit

0:20
1:10

Prime Coat Application
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat

0:33

KYTC Inpection of Touched Up Prime Coat

0:04

Top Coat Application

1:06

Rain Interruption

0:26

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat

0:27

Tarps Dismantled

0:16

KYTC Inspection of Wet Spots in Top Coat

0:04

Duration in Hours & Minutes
Figure 4: Time line chart for Mellwood Avenue Span 5 on July 9, 2004.
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Mellwood Avenue Structure 141 N Span 5 - Control Area 4 on July 11, 2004
This work was similar in scope to the work performed for span 5 control area 3
above. A chart giving the construction sequence and a graph displaying the resulting data
are presented below (Table 5).
As with control area 3, the equipment was placed between the structures in the
right-of -way area between the two bridges adjacent to span 5. One tarp was pre-hung and
lapped over a piece of equipment. The resident engineer charged the contractor 8 minutes
(one-sixth of normal tarp installation time) on his allotted 12 hours to perform the work
in the control area. During the containment assembly, the contractor used 2 man lifts.
Once the containment enclosure was completed, the contractor began blastcleaning using 9 blasters. After that work was completed, the 6 QC inspectors entered the
containment and inspected the work. They found areas needing minor re-working by
hand tools and after re-inspecting the repairs, they required the contractor to blow-down
the steel prior to applying the primer. Primer application was completed. When the QC
personnel first entered the containment, they found wet paint and waited several minutes
for it to dry sufficiently to permit inspection. During their inspection, the QC personnel
noted some areas with DFT measures that were both above and below the specified range
and blistering. The contractor’s workers scraped the blisters and sprayed primer over the
light areas. After re-inspecting the repair work, the QC personnel informed the contractor
of some remaining wet paint. The contractor was allowed to proceed with applying the
topcoat with the proviso that any blistering would be repaired while he was being timed
for the incentive-disincentive work. Upon completion of top coat application, the QC
personnel entered the containment after 30-minute cure time and inspected the top coat.
Shortly after completing the top coat, the contractor opened his containment to permit
better air flow and enhance curing of the top coat. Only minor touch-up work was
required and the contractor dropped his containment and completed his work prior to the
end of his allotted time interval.
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The summarized timeline data and chart for this structure are given below.
Table 5: Mellwood Avenue Structure 141 N: Span 5 – Control Area 4 on July 11, 2004
Timeline
7:45
8:09
8:12
11:05
11:41
11:42
12:08
12:29
12:38
12:38
12:46
13:04
13:02
14:00
14:19
14:22
14:42
15:10
15:12
15:23
15:29
15:40
15:54
16:56

Operations
Start Putting up Tarps
End Putting up Tarps
Start Blasting
End Blasting & Start Blow Down of Grit
End Blow Down of Grit
Start KYTC Initial Inspection of Blasting
Stop KYTC Initial Inspection of Blasting & Start Rework of Blast
Start KYTC Inspection of Re-blasted Areas
Stop KYTC Inspection of Re-blasted Areas
Start Final Blow Down of Grit
End Final Blow Down of Grit & Start KYTC Re-Inspection
End KYTC Re-Inspection
Start Prime Coat Application
End Prime Coat Application
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat
End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat & Continuation of Touch Up
Start KYTC Inspection of Touched Up Prime Coat
End KYTC Inspection of Touched Up Prime Coat
Continuation of Touch Up of Prime Coat
End Touch Up of Prime Coat
Start KYTC Final Inspection of Prime Coat
End KYTC Final Inspection of Prime Coat
Start Top Coat Application
End Top Coat Application
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Operations Summary
Tarps Put up
Blasting
Blow Down of Grit
KYTC Initial Inspection of Blasting
KYTC Inspection of Re-blasted Areas
Final Blow Down of Grit
KYTC Final Inspection of Blasting
Prime Coat Application
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat
KYTC Inspection of Touched Up Prime
Coat
Touch Up of Prime Coat
KYTC Final Inspection of Prime Coat
Top Coat Application
KYTC Inspection of Top Coat
Tarps Dismantled

Total Blasting Time
Total KYTC Inspection Time
Total Paint Application Time
Total Mobilization Time
Total

Starting
Time
7:45
8:12
11:05
11:42
12:29
12:38
12:46
13:02
14:19

Duration
0:24
2:53
0:36
0:26
0:09
0:08
0:18
0:58
0:03

14:42
15:12
15:29
15:54
17:26
17:56

0:28
0:11
0:11
1:02
0:28
0:08

Hr:Min
3:37
2:03
2:11
0:32
8:23

17:26
17:56
18:04
17:54

Start KYTC Inspection of Top Coat
Start Dropping of Tarps
End Dropping of Tarps
End KYTC Inspection of Top Coat

Control Area 4 – KYTC QC personnel made 23 surface profile measurements and 10 of those were over the specified range. Eleven
average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and five of those were over the specified range. Nine average DFT
measurements were taken of the total coating system and two of those were over the specified range.
One oz. per gallon of accelerator was used. The temperature and humidity data are provided below.
Time
Dry Bulb
Wet Bulb
Steel Temperature
Relative Humidity
Dew point

12:13
87
78
87
66.5
75

14:45
90
79
93
N/A
N/A

15:37
90
81
87
68
78
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Mellwood Avenue Structure 141 N Span 5: 7/11/2004
7:00
Tarps Put up
Blasting

9:30

12:00

14:30

17:00

19:30

0:24
2:53
0:36

Blow Down of Grit

0:26

KYTC Initial Inspection of Blasting
KYTC Inspection of ReBlasted Areas

0:09

Final Blow Down of Grit

0:08

KYTC Final Inspection of Blasting

0:18
0:58

Prime Coat Application

0:03

KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat

0:28

KYTC Inspection of Touched Up Prime Coat

0:11

Touch Up of Prime Coat

0:11

KYTC Final Inspection of Prime Coat
Top Coat Application

1:02

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat

0:28

Tarps Dismantled

0:08

Duration in Hours & Minutes
Figure 5: Time line chart for Mellwood Avenue Span 5 on July 11, 2004.
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Story Avenue Structures 151 N & P: East End Span 1 – Control Area 5A and 5B on
July 16, 2004
This work was similar to that performed on span 6 over Mellwood Avenue. Work
was to be performed on one-half of the span of both structures over Story Avenue. On the
preceding day, the contractor’s workers had placed cables, nailing boards, wooden
bulkheads, etc. on the span over Story Avenue.
On July 16, traffic control was established and a lane closure placed to enable the
contractor to place his equipment and erect the containment. Story Avenue is a three-lane
road and during equipment set-up two lanes were temporarily closed. Thereafter, a
portion of the center lane remained closed and two traffic lanes were created using part of
the center lane and the shoulder of the road. Equipment was placed in the closed lanes
and along the right-of-way adjacent to the bridges. A chart giving the construction
sequence and a graph displaying the resulting data are presented below (Table 6).
Two man lifts were used to erect the containment enclosures concurrently as done
on control areas 2A and 2B at Mellwood Avenue. Once the enclosures were in place and
negative air applied, the contractor proceeded with blast cleaning using 4 blasters in each
containment. The work was completed almost simultaneously in both containments.
Since there were 5 QC personnel available, they were split up and inspected each control
area simultaneously. Dust remained on some girder flanges in control area 5B (bridge
141 P) and mill scale and residual paint were detected in control area 5A (bridge 141 N).
The contractor performed the corrective work in both containment enclosures. More
corrective work was required in control area 5A than in 5B. Therefore, the contractor was
able to proceed with the primer application in control area 5B about 30 minutes before
applying it in control area 5A. Once the priming was completed in control area 5B, the
QC personnel entered the containment and inspected the work. Some touch-up work was
required on several flanges. The contractor was told to wait 10 minutes before applying
the top coat. Once priming was completed in control area 5A, the QC personnel inspected
that work. The QC personnel found some light areas touch up. Wet paint was discovered
in several areas. After accepting the primer in control area 5A and informing the
contractor about the presence of wet paint, the QC inspectors allowed the contractor to
apply the top coat in that area at his own risk. The contractor finished spraying top coat in
control area 5B shortly before finishing the top coat application in control area 5A. After
application was complete, the contractor partially opened the tarps in both containments
to allow better air flow and accelerate the coating cure. After the 30-minute cure time,
QC personnel entered control area 5B, but found the paint too wet for inspection. By that
time, the top coat was completed in control area 5A and the QC personnel split into two
groups to inspect both control areas simultaneously. The top coat in control area 5B was
acceptable. Blistering was encountered in the top coat in control area 5A. The resident
engineer and the QC personnel conferred and the decision was made to stop the work and
give the blisters in control area 5A sufficient time to fully develop to allow thorough
repairs. That was to be done when the cables and bulkheads were removed.
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The summarized timeline data and chart for this structure are given below.
Table 6: Story Avenue Structures 151 N & P: East End Span 1 – Control Area 5A and 5B on July 16, 2004
Timeline
9:00
9:03
9:34
9:53
13:17
13:20
13:43
14:14
15:15
15:48
16:12
16:30
17:15
18:00
18:15
18:24
18:17
9:30
9:49
13:17
13:17
13:41
13:48
14:55
15:13

Operations
Traffic Control Start
Traffic Control In Place & Start Putting up Tarps
End Putting up Tarps on 151 P
Start Blasting on 151 P
End Blasting on 151 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 P
Stop KYTC Inspection of Blasting & Start Blow Down in
151 P
Start Prime Coat Application on 151 P
End Prime Coat Application on 151 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 P
End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 P
Start Top Coat Application on 151 P
End Top Coat Application on 151 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 P
Start Dropping of Tarps on 151 P
End Dropping of Tarps on 151 P
End KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 P
End Putting up Tarps on 151 N
Start Blasting on 151 N
End Blasting on 151 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 N
End KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 N
Start Prime Coat Application on 151 N
End Prime Coat Application on 151 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 N

Operations Summary
Tarps Put up on 151 P
Blasting on 151 P
KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 P
Prime Coat Application on 151 P
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 P
Top Coat Application on 151 P

Starting
Time
9:03
9:53
13:20
14:14
15:48
16:30

Duration
0:31
3:24
0:23
1:01
0:24
0:45

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 P
Tarps Dismantled on 151 P
Tarps Put up on 151 N
Blasting on 151 N
KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 N
Prime Coat Application on 151 N
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 N
Top Coat Application on 151 N
KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 N
Tarps Dismantled on 151 N

18:00
18:15
9:03
9:49
13:17
13:48
15:13
16:13
17:47
18:07

0:17
0:09
0:27
3:28
0:24
1:07
0:28
0:52
0:19
0:17

Total Blasting Time
Total KYTC Inspection Time
Total Paint Application Time
Total Mobilization Time
Total
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Hr:Min
6:52
2:15
3:45
1:24
14:16

15:41
16:13
17:05
17:47
18:06
18:07
18:24

End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 N
Start Top Coat Application on 151 N
End Top Coat Application on 151 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 N
End KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 N
Start Dropping of Tarps on 151 N
End Dropping of Tarps on 151 N

Control Area 5A – KYTC QC personnel made 14 surface profile measurements and 6 of those were over the specified range. Seven
average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and three of those were over the specified range. Five average DFT
measurements were taken of the total coating system and one reading was below the specified range.
Control Area 5B – KYTC QC personnel made 12 surface profile measurements and 9 of those were over the specified range. Seven
average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and two of those were over and one was below the specified range. Four average
DFT measurements were taken of the total coating system and one reading was over the specified range.
Two oz. per gallon of accelerator was used in the primer. The temperature and humidity data are provided below.
Time
Dry Bulb
Wet Bulb
Steel Temperature
Relative Humidity
Dew point

B 13:40
85
72
92
47
62

B 16:15
88
74
86
51
68

A 13:40
86
71
91
47
64
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A 16:15
89
75
87
51
69

Story Avenue Structures 151 N & P: East End on 7/16/2004
9:00
Tarps Put up on 151 P

11:30

14:00

16:30

0:31

Blasting on 151 P

3:24
0:23

KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 P
Prime Coat Application on 151 P

1:01
0:24

KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 P
Top Coat Application on 151 P

0:45
0:17

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 P

0:09

Tarps Dismantled on 151 P
Tarps Put up on 151 N
Blasting on 151 N

19:00

0:27
3:28
0:24

KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 N
Prime Coat Application on 151 N

1:07
0:28

KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 N

0:52

Top Coat Application on 151 N

0:19

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 N

0:17

Tarps Dismantled on 151 N

Duration in Hours & Minutes
Figure 6: Time line chart for Story Avenue Span 1 on July 16, 2004.
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Story Avenue Structures 151 N & P: West End Span 1 – Control Area 6A and 6B on
July 18, 2004
The work in this area proceeded similarly with the work on control areas 5A and
5B on the East end performed on July 16. The only difference was the work areas were
on the opposite ends of the two structures. Once traffic control and lane closure were
achieved, the vehicles were moved into position and work began on erecting the two
containment enclosures concurrently using the two man lifts. A chart giving the
construction sequence and a graph displaying the resulting data are presented below
(Table 7).
Once the containments were erected, blasting began almost simultaneous in both
of them. It is believed that four workers were used for blasting in each of the
containments. The blast-cleaning work was completed first in control area 6A. Four
KYTC QC personnel were present for the inspections. They entered the containment and
inspected the work. They found remaining mill scale and paint around bulkheads that
needed to be removed. While the contractor’s workers were addressing those repairs, the
QC personnel entered control area 6B to inspect the blast cleaning work. They found
many areas with mill scale and dust remaining on the steel. Once the re-work in control
area 6A was approved, the contractor began spraying primer using 4 painters. The blast
cleaning repairs were finished in control area 6B and after QC personnel re-inspected the
area, priming was begun using 4 painters. Once priming was completed in 6A, the QC
personnel inspected that work. They found blistering in many areas. The paint was still
wet in areas. The contractor’s workers began repairs by scraping off the blisters and
applying new paint over those spots. A follow-up inspection revealed wet paint. The
contractor was allowed to apply the top coat at his own risk. Once the priming was
completed in 6B, QC personnel inspected the primer. They found excessive film build-up
on the back wall that was beginning to blister. The contractor began to remove his
containment in 6B as he had run out of top coat. The painters finished applying top coat
in 6A, but the work was not inspected by the QC personnel on that day. The QC
personnel wanted to wait for the paint on 6A to fully cure to be sure that they would
detect any ensuing blistering.
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The summarized timeline data and chart for this structure are given below.
Table 7: Story Avenue Structures 151 N & P: West End Span 1 – Control Area 6A and 6B on July 18, 2004
Timeline
8:55
9:00
9:18
9:33
12:03
12:21
12:43
13:15
13:55
14:56
15:18
15:18
15:45
16:04
16:24
9:18
9:34
12:27
12:48
13:04
13:46
14:48
15:23

Operations
Traffic Control In Place
Start Putting up Tarps
End Putting up Tarps on 151 P
Start Blasting on 151 P
End Blasting in 151 P & Start Blow Down in 151 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 P
Stop KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 P
Start Prime Coat Application on 151 P
End Prime Coat Application on 151 P
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 P
End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 P
Start Top Coat Application on 151 P
End Top Coat Application on 151 P
Start Dropping of Tarps on 151 P
End Dropping of Tarps on 151 P

Operations Summary
Tarps Put up on 151 P
Blasting on 151 P
KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 P
Prime Coat Application on 151 P
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 P
Top Coat Application on 151 P
Tarps Dismantled on 151 P
Tarps Put up on 151 N
Blasting on 151 N
KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 N
Prime Coat Application on 151 N
KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 N
Tarps Dismantled on 151 N

End Putting up Tarps on 151 N
Start Blasting on 151 N
End Blasting on 151 N & Start Blow Down in 151 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 N
End KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 N
Start Prime Coat Application on 151 N
End Prime Coat Application on 151 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 N

Total Blasting Time
Total KYTC Inspection Time
Total Paint Application Time
Total Mobilization Time
Total
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Starting
Time
9:00
9:33
12:21
13:15
14:56
15:18
16:04
9:00
9:34
12:48
13:46
15:23
15:43

Hr:Min
5:23
1:23
2:09
1:28
10:23

Duration
0:18
2:30
0:22
0:40
0:22
0:27
0:20
0:18
2:53
0:16
1:02
0:23
0:32

15:46
15:43
16:15

End KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 N
Start Dropping of Tarps on 151 N
End Dropping of Tarps on 151 N

KYTC QC personnel took 26 surface profile measurements and 15 of those were over the specified range.
Control Area 6A - 9 average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and three of those were over the specified range. There
were no total coating system DFT measurements taken on this day because the final inspection was done on the following day.

Control Area 6B - 8 average DFT measurements were taken of the primer and three of those were over the specified range. There
were no total coating system DFT measurements taken on this day due to fact that the contractor had no top coat left to paint this
particular control area.
Two oz. per gallon of accelerator was used in the primer. The temperature and humidity data are provided below.
Time
Dry Bulb
Wet Bulb
Steel Temperature
Relative Humidity
Dew point

B 13:07
81
70
82
57.5
65

A 12:30
80
70
81
61
65

B 15:45
84
74
82
62
70
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Story Avenue Structures 151 N & P: West End on 7/18/2004
8:45
Tarps Put up on 151 P

11:15

13:45

16:15

0:18

Blasting on 151 P

2:30

KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 P

0:22
0:40

Prime Coat Application on 151 P

0:22

KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 P

0:27

Top Coat Application on 151 P

0:20

Tarps Dismantled on 151 P
Tarps Put up on 151 N
Blasting on 151 N

0:18
2:53
0:16

KYTC Inspection of Blasting on 151 N

1:02

Prime Coat Application on 151 N

0:23

KYTC Inspection of Prime Coat on 151 N

0:32

Tarps Dismantled on 151 N

Duration in Hours & Minutes
Figure 7: Time line chart for Story Avenue Span 1 on July 18, 2004.
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18:45

Story Avenue Structures 151 N & P: West End Span 1 – Control Area 6A and 6B on
July 19, 2004
This work was performed to complete the painting started on control areas 6A and
6B on July 18, 2004. The work began at 9:00 AM with the establishment of traffic
control. A chart giving the construction sequence and a graph displaying the resulting
data are presented below (Table 8).
Using a single man lift to access the girders, the contractor’s workers repaired
blisters on control area 6B by scraping them of and applying a coat of paint over those
areas (by rolling and brushing). The containment was placed on control area B and 4
painters spray applied the top coat. Four QC inspectors entered the containment and
inspected the work. They detected some wet areas along with several locations where the
coating had sagged. They also found some light areas that needed to be built-up. The
painters applied paint on the light areas and immediately thereafter, the containment was
dropped, the equipment moved off of the work site and the lane closure was removed.
The final QC inspection of the top coat was postponed until corrective work was
completed on that structure.
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The summarized timeline data and chart for this structure are given below.
Table 8: Story Avenue Structures 151 N & P: West End Span 1 – Control Area 6A and 6B on July 19, 2004
Timeline
16:00
16:02
16:10
16:14
16:39
17:07
17:35
17:38
17:40
17:45

Operations
Traffic Control In Place
Start Putting up Tarps
End Putting up Tarps on 151 N
Start Top Coat Application on 151 N
End Top Coat Application on 151 N
Start KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 N
End KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 N
Start Dropping of Tarps on 151 N
End Dropping of Tarps on 151 N
Lanes Opened for Thru Traffic

Operations Summary
Traffic Control Setup
Tarps Put up on 151 N
Top Coat Application on 151 N
KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 N
Tarps Dismantled on 151 N

Total KYTC Inspection Time
Total Paint Application Time
Total Mobilization Time
Total

Starting Time
16:00
16:02
16:14
17:07
17:38

Duration
1:45
0:08
0:25
0:28
0:02

Hr:Min
0:28
0:25
1:55
2:48

The accelerated maintenance painting of Story Avenue control areas 6A & 6B was completed. KYTC QC personnel took 13 surface
profile readings taken and 10 readings were over the specified range.
Control Area 6A - Five average DFT measurements were taken of the total coating system and two measurements were over the
specified range.
Control Area 6B - Nine average DFT measurements were taken of the total coating system and two readings were below and one was
above the specified range.
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Story Avenue Structures 151 N & P: West End on 7/19/2004
15:45

Trafic Control Setup

Tarps Put up on 151 N

Top Coat Application on 151 N

16:15

16:45

17:15

17:45

1:45

0:08

0:25

0:28

KYTC Inspection of Top Coat on 151 N

Tarps Dismantled on 151 N

0:02

Duration in Hours & Minutes
Figure 8: Time line chart for Story Avenue Span 1 on July 19, 2004
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18:15

Final Corrective Work on Bridges 141 P and 141 N Span 6 - Control Areas 1A &
1B, 2A & 2B over Mellwood Avenue on July 20, 2004 and Control Areas 5A & 5B,
6A & 6B over Story Avenue on July 21, 2004
On the July 20, 2004, the contractor established partial lane closure and traffic
control on Story Avenue. The contractor’s workers used a man lift to remove all
overhead hardware related to the painting operation. They also spot-painted top coat on
areas damaged or left unpainted due to the presence of the bulkheads and cables. At that
time, KYTC QC personnel conducted final inspections. The traffic control and lane
closures were shifted to the other side of the bridges to perform similar work. Then, the
work was completed and Story Avenue road was reopened to full traffic.
On the July 21, 2004, the contractor established partial lane closure and traffic
control on Mellwood Avenue. The contractor’s workers used a man lift to remove all
overhead hardware related to the painting operation. They also spot-painted top coat on
areas damaged or left unpainted due to the presence of the bulkheads and cables. At that
time, KYTC QC personnel conducted final inspections. The blisters on control area 2A
were scraped off and top coat was applied over those areas. The traffic control and lane
closures were shifted to the other side of the bridges to perform similar work. Then, the
work was completed and Mellwood Avenue road was reopened to full traffic.
Follow-on Issues Related to Incentives-Disincentives
The actual cleaning and painting work was completed on July 22, 2004, but the
contractor left the site on August 5, 2004 after re-installing the right-of-way fences and
gates at the staging area.
Date /
Control Areas
6/22/2004
1A & 1B
7/7/2004
2A + 2B

Time
Allowed

Actual
Time Taken

Time
Assessed
13hr
30min

9hr

15hr 30min

9hr

9hr 22min

9hr 22min

7/9/2004
3

12hr

12hr 9min

10hr
29min*

7/11/2004
4

12

10hr 19min

10 hr
27min*

7/16/2004
5B + 5A

9

9hr 30min

9hr 30min

7/18-19/2004
6A + 6B

9

32hr 50min

8hr 15min*

Comments

*Compressors down for 1hr 40min

*Tarp already hung 8min added

*Did not have enough top coat on
site to complete 6B. Clock was
stopped on 7-18-04 and restarted on
7-19-04

Table 9: Times assessed for incentive disincentive clause of the contract.
In correspondence to the resident engineer, the contractor stated that the coatings
did not cure properly and made various claims against the coatings manufacturer. The
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contractor stated that the accelerated maintenance painting work sites would not
accommodate more equipment to facilitate the work. The contractor filed a changed
conditions/disagreement for the project on August 5, 2004 after the work was completed.
The four areas of disagreement were: 1) paint delays, 2) inspection times, 3) final
inspections, and 4) remediation of rapid deployment areas. In a KYTC meeting on
August 19, 2004 involving KYTC and FHWA officials (with a KTC researcher
monitoring the discussion), the contractor’s changed conditions/disagreement was
discussed. The group considered giving back the disincentive charges due to the
experimental nature of the project and to have the contractor seek any lost incentive
monies from the coatings manufacturer. The contractor contended that in the areas where
two containment enclosures were provided, he should have been only subject to 15
minutes inspection at each quality control point rather than the 30 minutes applied by
KYTC. The group decided that since the contractor elected to erect separate containment
enclosures at those locations, the 30-minute inspections were appropriate as stated in the
Special Notes. The group determined that final inspections were permissible and that the
contractor had not been required to affect coating repairs “while the clock was still
running”. The contractor asked for compensation for remedial work repairing the blisters.
Without reaching a final opinion, the group generally believed that the blistering was
attributable to application problems. The group also agreed to extend the project for 10
days to accommodate bad weather, lack of inspectors over the July 4th weekend and
access problems following a storm in the area (4). A change order was to be issued
reflecting this decision. An additional meeting of KYTC was held on August 31st to
determine a counterproposal to the contractor related to his claims. However, no
communication had been submitted to the contractor at the time this report was being
prepared.

CONCLUSIONS
KYTC officials wrote this performance-based specification for accelerated
maintenance painting of the structures to determine how production rates vary when
compared with conventional maintenance painting and to determine the suitability of the
specifications for use in future projects. In accordance with state law, the project was
awarded to the contractor with the lowest responsible bid. To execute an innovative
project of this magnitude, the contractor had to be well prepared, coordinated, have
trained employees, and have enough equipment on site for backup in case of failures.
The contract did not include any incentives or disincentives on the spans over the
Beargrass Creek floodplain as it was intended for the contractor to use those areas for
practice to prepare for accelerated maintenance painting with no concerns about time or
penalties. The contractor admitted that he was not properly prepared to conduct the first
accelerated maintenance painting on control areas 1A and 1B on span 6 over Mellwood
Avenue. He had the entire 4 spans in that area to properly prepare for the most significant
portion of work. It took the contractor about three weeks into the establish start date to
mobilize and begin productive work on the project. The contractor did not have any
specialized equipment for doing an accelerated maintenance painting. He relied on
conventional methods of erecting containments, and used pick boards to perform blasting
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and painting operations. The contractor’s use of a limited number of skilled workers
contributed to his inability to finish the work within the allotted time frame for much of
accelerated maintenance painting work. The contractor underestimated the production
rates and was ill prepared for equipment breakdowns as shown by the breakdown of air
compressors on span 5 control area 3. Also the contractor’s recycling of the abrasive took
almost a day to complete which did not expedite the work.
Another example of the contractor’s lack of planning occurred when he
underestimated the amount of paint required for painting control areas 6A and 6B on the
span over Story Avenue. The contractor did not have enough qualified paint on the job.
Despite this obvious problem, he proceeded with the maintenance painting process. That
resulted in having to paint the span the following day with traffic control defeating the
reason for employing the accelerated painting technique.
The contractor should have attained good working knowledge about the
experimental rapid-cure coating system by establishing contacts with the paint
manufacturer early on and by determining the curing time prior to the onset of the
project. Since the same rapid-cure coating system was used on all the spans, the
contractor should have developed familiarity with the system by the time he was using
for accelerated maintenance painting. KTC researchers applied the primer in a spray
booth at normal atmospheric conditions with good airflow using 4 ounces of accelerator
per gallon of paint. The primer cured sufficiently in about 35-40 minutes to permit
recoating with problems.
Workmanship issues were encountered throughout the accelerated maintenance
painting portion of the contract. The contractor had trouble maintaining the specified
coatings thickness throughout the project. Over the accelerated maintenance painting
portion of work, about one-third of the KYTC QC average DFT measurements were
above the maximum specified values. Many of the primer DFT measurements taken in
the conventional painting phase of work were also above the specified range. Excessive
coating thickness could be expected to delay curing and to promote blistering. The
contractor contended that high surface profiles were the result of existing conditions,
KTC researchers were inside the containments in span 6 control areas 2A and 2B, where
high surface profiles were encountered throughout the bridge steel. High profiles were
detected on flat surfaces such as webs where severe corrosion was not present. In those
cases, the excessive profiles were related to the blast-cleaning personnel. Excessive
surface roughness would also unfavorably impact curing times. In some cases, the primer
encountered in the QC inspections had not dried due to excessive wet film build-up. The
inconsistent conformance to specified coating thickness and surface profile bring worker
proficiency into question. The contractor complained about slow curing in the
conventional painting areas, but primer thickness measurements in those areas indicate
that the coating thicknesses were above the specified upper limit.
For the remaining four phases of accelerated maintenance painting, the contractor
had sufficient workers to finish the accelerated maintenance painting within the stipulated
time frame. The contractor did make up for some of the disincentives lost on the first day
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of accelerated maintenance painting by the end of that phase of work. All the while, the
contractor had trouble maintaining specified surface profiles, providing properly prepared
steel surfaces, maintaining specified film thicknesses of the primer and the topcoat and
obtaining shorter drying times of the coatings/system. One of the reasons for the drying
times being slow was that the contractor had not planned for movement of air inside the
containment. The containment provided specified emissions control during blast
cleaning, but it also restricted air movement inside, during painting. Greater airflow
would have facilitated the curing process. There was blistering of topcoat in many places
which was a result of applying topcoat on wet primer or was due to the primer being
applied too thick. In some cases, the primer blistered without being top coated. This
resulted in corrective work being undertaken on most of spans in between accelerated
maintenance painting operations.
The contractor did not have backup equipment and experienced two hours of
down time on July 9 due to the air compressors breaking down during blasting
operations. The contractor also did not have proper lighting inside the containment areas,
proper signage regarding lead contaminated and hazardous waste areas, and the signage
for pedestrian walkways was not established. The contractor’s process of recovering
spent abrasive for recycling was to vacuum it out of the tarps. In one instance, the tarps
with lead contaminated abrasives were rolled on to the walkway at the end of the day.
This put pedestrians at risk of coming too close to lead- contaminated areas.
The performance-based specification did not specify what method or approach to
use on a project. It specified the period of time in which the contractor had to get the job
done. The specification did require the contractor to use a two coat rapid-cure paint
system. Projects were successfully completed by other states by contractors that used
specialized equipment like trailer-mounted containments and truck-mounted work
platforms that can be pulled alongside the traffic lane that has been closed to traffic. The
reason that the KYTC officials have been writing performance-based specifications was
to attract more contractors who will provide innovative methods to meet the contract
requirements. Prescriptive contracts limit the number of contractors bidding on projects
and drives up costs. However, this approach might be helpful in eliminating contractors
who are not familiar with specialized maintenance painting methods. The downside being
the liability that the Cabinet assumes in specifying a particular method for the contractor
to employ.
Beyond all of the preceding comments, the project demonstrated the basic
feasibility of accelerated maintenance painting. As previously stated, the goals of the
method are primarily to reduce construction-zone accidents and motorist inconvenience.
A cost reduction is also possible once this approach is in common use. It should be
applied on other projects with the intent of gradually changing the specifications until
ensuing projects become more problem-free. A key component in any workable
accelerated project (maintenance painting or other) is enforcement of incentivedisincentive provisions as part of contract management and adherence to project Special
Notes. There were a number of concessions to the contractor that were outside the intent
and wording of the Special Notes. Due to the nature of the provisions contained therein,
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KYTC will pay a premium for costs of accelerated projects compared to conventional
ones (at least until the contracting community accepts that type of work as standard
practice). If those provisions are given away in project management, then, KYTC should
abandon the practice of accelerated work because it is incurring costs that can be avoided
by conventional contracting. Also, not enforcing contract provisions or giving contractors
benefits beyond the contract intent sets poor precedents for the future and exposes KYTC
to litigation from unsuccessful bidders.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The KTC researchers’ recommendations are summarized below:
1) Despite the problems encountered, the contractor was able to complete work in
several control areas in a satisfactory manner, showing that the accelerated
maintenance painting approach employed on the project is workable. Project events
indicated that a contractor needs to have sufficient equipment, capable workers and a
good plan to preclude problems. Contractor screening/prequalification needs to be
employed to limit KYTC risks. State highway agencies are beginning to pre-qualify
painting contractors (5). Innovative methods can be used to improve cost-based
contracting (6).
2) This project showed that the inspection times specified in the contract put a burden
on KYTC to finish the QA inspection. In the future, the possibility of having as many
as six QA inspectors available for one project is slim. The limit on inspection times
needs to be examined in detail with consideration being given to not charging a
contractor for on-site time during QA inspections, allowing the use of less QA
inspectors.
3) The contractor took advantage by doing all corrective work during de-rigging of
containment areas, cables and bulk heads. This defeats the purpose of accelerated
maintenance painting because traffic was disrupted for several days for that work.
Consideration needs to be given to eliminate the use of conventional rigging and to
eliminating any “free” time given to contractors for lane closures/work on roadways.
4) The Accelerated Maintenance Painting technique minimizes worker exposure to
hazardous materials. More attention needs to be paid to eliminating the use of ground
tarps and vacuuming. This will result in the enactment of more innovative contractor
practices such as use of special access/containment equipment.
5) The Contract Administering Process has to be tightened to prevent the contractor
from deviating from the contract and to enforce the provisions of the contract without
prejudice.
6) The Experimental Coating System that was specified for this project was not applied
per product data sheets (PDS). Consequently, the curing times could not be verified
when compared with laboratory application. When QC problems arise in the future,
the contractor must be made to perform work within specifications to eliminate
problems such as extended cure times and blistering.
7) Sensitivity to surrounding areas/residents needs to be considered in bridge painting
projects during daytime or night time, with noise pollution being a major factor when
employing accelerated maintenance painting within city limits. KTC researchers
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believe that the work zones around Mellwood Avenues and Story Avenue were not
demarcated in accordance with OSHA/EPA requirements. The public was allowed
travel along sidewalks across the road from the containment enclosures. That should
have been prevented. Better delineation of the work areas, signing of hazards, etc.
need to be accomplished on future projects.
8) The contractor and the coatings manufacturer did not develop a good working
relationship and the issue of curing times was not resolved throughout the project. In
the future, some procedure needs to be instituted to prevent a similar situation from
arising.
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Figure 9: I-64 Overpass over Mellwood Avenue Before Painting.

Figure 10: I-64 Overpass over Beargrass Creek before Painting.
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Figure 11: Staging Area for Contractors Equipment throughout the Duration of the project Under
Span 5 of Mellwood Avenue.

Figure 12: Contractors Recycling Unit Under Span 5 of Mellwood Avenue.
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Figure 13: Contractor Putting up Containment for Conventional Painting on Spans 1 through 4 on
Mellwood Avenue.

Figure 14: Mellwood Avenue Structure over Beargrass Creek after Painting was completed.
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Figure 15: Contractors Vehicles in Position for First Accelerated Maintenance Painting on June 22,
2004

Figure 16: Contractor Personnel Checking on Air Monitoring Station on Mellwood Avenue.
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Figure 17: Contractor Personnel Erecting Containment Using Man lifts for Second Accelerated
Maintenance Painting Project over Mellwood Avenue.

Figure 18: Waste Storage Area Under Span 5 of Mellwood Avenue.
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Figure 19: QA Inspection of Blasted Surface on Span 6 Using Pick Boards Over Mellwood Avenue.

Figure 20: QA Inspection of Prime Coat on Span 6 Using Pick Boards Over Mellwood Avenue.
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Figure 21: QA Inspection of Top Coat on Span 6 Using Man lifts over Mellwood Avenue.

Figure 22: Blistering of Top Coat on Span 6 over Mellwood Avenue.
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Figure 23: Corrective Measures Being Undertaken by Contractor to Repair Blisters over Mellwood
Avenue.

Figure 24: Final Touchup of Spots Where Bulk Heads and Cables were Hung over Mellwood Ave.
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Figure 25: Collection of Abrasives for Recycling Under Accelerated Maintenance Painting Span 5
over Mellwood Avenue.

Figure 26: Span 5 Over Mellwood Avenue after Accelerated Maintenance Painting was completed.
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Figure 27: I-64 Overpass over Story Avenue before Painting.

Figure 28: Negative Air Pressure inside Containment During Blasting Operations Over Story
Avenue.
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Figure 29: Markings of QA Inspectors Showing Blisters and Thick Spots over Bolt Heads and
Corrective Work of Contractor Showing Power Tool Cleaning of the Same Over Story Avenue.

Figure 30: Contractor Worker Cleaning and Painting Bulk Head Junctions over Story Avenue.
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Figure 31: Story Avenue Structure After Accelerated Maintenance Painting was done.

Figure 32: Story Avenue Structure Beams After Accelerated Maintenance Painting was done.
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